Abstract. A new method of optimizing a multi-sensor geometry using neural network function fitting and sensitivity measures is described. The method is applied to a multi-angle optical scattering nephelometer for which theoretical scattering intensities are generated for distributions of spherical dielectric particles.
Introduction
On-line monitoring is used in the process industries to acquire control parameters, to monitor the quality and efficiency of the process and to ensure safety and reliability. Optical sensors are often used on-line [l] for their non-invasive operation, low maintenance requirement and ease of deployment. However, many potentially useful optical systems are not generally installed on-line because of inappropriate technology or a perceived lowcost benefit. Particle size analysis using laser diffraction
[Z], for example, is designed for laboratory use when a high resolution measurement is required. Substantial sample preparation and instrument calibration is necessary for all but the most uniform suspensions (e.g. spherical monodispersion). The device most often used to measure particle suspensions on-line is the turbidity 131 sensor whose response, however, is only indirectly and often ambiguously related to the physical properties of the suspension. An advance in this technology would be of interest if it could deliver intermediate resolution information on the physical properties of the suspension, whilst using a sufficiently simple low-cost on-line system.
A turbidity sensor can be seen as a low-dimensional limit of a multi-angle scatter sensor or nephelometer [41. A finely resolved nephelometer can deliver useful additional information but the degree of redundancy may be high and therefore its widespread use on-line might be unlikely. This paper describes and extends a technique [SI for the design of scattering sensor systems in which the sensor geometry is optimized for a given information delivery. An artificial neural network [6] is used to model the sensor system and to investigate its sensitivity to particular angular input data. Simulated data are generated using Mie theory [7, 8] and these data are inverted to yield accurate information on the physical properties of the particles using only a minimum of input parameters. Real data obtained from an on-line low-resolution nephelometer [9] are also processed using these techniques and it is shown that the system can have a reduced complexity whilst delivering a similar quantity and accuracy of information. Although this technique is applied to the problem of on-line particle characterization, it is a generic method and can equally well be applied to any system whose input vector dimensionality requires minimization.
Turbidity and its limitations
Turbidity is ubiquitous as the method for indicating the suspended particle content of a fluid, and is defined as the ratio of light intensities measured across and in the line of sight (LOS) (figure 1). For solutions of sufficiently low particle contamination the LOS intensity is proportional
Figure 2. Turbidity calculated for particles with refractive index relative to background, m = 1.2 and for a range of particle size distributions (normalized to wavelength).
to the source intensity and is virtually independent of the suspension. The turbidity ratio is calibrated against a standard turbid solution (historically formazine) and a linear scale of turbidity is assumed (e.g. nephelometric turbidity unit NTU). In the context of water, for example, turbidity is caused by the presence of suspensions of gas, liquid or solids. In many industries, including the water industry, turbidity is assumed to indicate the mass or volume of suspended particles (in the absence of a more precise measure). The accuracy of this assumption with respect to suspensions of spherical dielectric particles with known size parameters can easily be tested, since an exact scattering solution is available [7] . Scattering simulations from particles having normally distributed sizes were undertaken with the source assumed to be unpolarized and the observation being made in the scattering plane. Particle sizes ( x = ka) are normalized with respect to the wavenumber in the ambient medium (k) and relative refractive indices m = (&pa~c,e/&mbjent) are quoted relative to the refractive index of the ambient medium. Figure 2 shows the calculated turbidity (in arbitrary units) from a series of particles (m = 1.2) normally distributed over a range of mean sizes (&) and standard deviations (U). By holding the number of particles constant the total mass volume varies over the surface like w3 + :paz, which follows from the assumed normal distributions. Clearly the turbidity index exhibits significant structure and this is more pronounced as the distributions tend towards monodispersions.
A further insight into the behaviour of the turbidity index can be gained by considering particle distributions with constant volume fraction, as shown by the simulations presented in figure 3 . Although little detailed structure is observed, except for monodispersions (not shown), a very significant range of output is obtained, indicative of the highly ambiguous interpretations that can be placed on the turbidity measure. The variation of turbidity with particle refractive index (m) is summarized in figure 4, using data derived from simulations similar to those performed in the compilation of figure 3. Once again it is apparent that turbidity is not uniquely indicative of any physical property of the particle distributions. Nevertheless turbidity is clearly afinction of the particle type and size distribution and as such contains information about these properties. It is interesting to speculate on what further degree and type of information would be required to resolve the ambiguity and so to enable the design of an efficient sensor. It is well known that accurate particle sizing can be performed using instrumentation measuring more distributed scattering than the turbidity [IO] . For instance, the mean particle size can be readily extracted from the forward scattered light intensity, having little dependence on the standard deviation of the particle size (figure 5).
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For large particles a simple diffraction model is sufficient to associate scattering angle with size and for smaller (order wavelength) size particles the Mie theory can be used to fit the data provided the optical property of the particles is known and the particle shape does not depart significantly from spherical. When these conditions are not satisfied, representative results may still be obtained since averaging effects can reduce the significance of shape and composition. Instrumentation used to perform these measurements are large scale, laboratory based systems unsuited for on-line deployment where a simple solution yielding mean and variance of the size distribution would be a major advance. However, extracting size variance information on-line is not such a trivial problem as there is insufficient relevant information available from any one sensor. This reflects the fact that standard deviation exhibits a complex relationship with the observed intensity and the mean particle size (figure 2). The complexity of this dependence is such that it is very difficult to approximate a solution using conventional multi-dimensional curve fitting techniques. A " to model. A training set for the ANN was produced using exact Mie theory 161. Each input-output training pair in the set consists of integrated intensities at various scattering angles versus the desired mean or standard deviation. The theoretically calculated intensities, having a size distribution given by n(orj. are given by a Fredholm integral of the first kind as
where c ( is the particle size and it is further assumed a constant index ratio m = 3/4 (air bubbles in water). These data were presented to two different networks, with the angular intensities forming the input vector and the particle size parameters used as the output vectors. The ANN was thus trained to l e a the inverse of the Mie problem in determining the statistical parameters (mean and standard deviation). There is a nonlinear relationship between I ( 0 j and the particle distribution parameters (@,U) [17]. A good fit to the mean was achieved and an acceptable fit to the standard deviation (see figure 6 ). The mean can be estimated using just three angles whilst retaining an accuracy of 99.8%. Five angles were needed to estimate the standard deviation, giving an accuracy of 90.6%. It is well known that inverse solutions of the Fredholm equation ( l j are ill-posed in the sense that the inversion is nonunique and unstable to the presence of noise in the input data set. In seeking regularized inverse solutions authors have incorporated statistical constraints [NI, including least mean square, and or a priori 'knowledge such as data bounds [ 191. Since ANNs are data mapping functions whose leaming methods are based on statistical criteria, they have inherent regularization properties and for that reason are often applied where noise is a particular problem [20] . In the example considered here, the nonuniqueness of the inverse solution is reflected in the determination of standard deviation, exhibiting departures from the desired values (figure 6(bjj. It is clear that further domain knowledge is required to regularize the inversion which could for example take the form of a priori knowledge of the mean particle size. the inversion results. The main purpose of this paper is to describe a method for sensor design based on a functional representation (i.e. ANN) of a data mapping. We are not primarily concerned with inverse scattering solutions since they depend on the existence of a forward scattering solution and not simply on observations of the scattering phenomena. The above example has been included to demonstrate the capability of ANNs in performing regularized inverse mappings on a canonical problem. We now return to the practical applications of sensor design and data mapping.
Sensor design
Optimal sensor design is the process by which a maximum amount of information is extracted whilst the number of sensors is minimized. Conventional techniques for determining information content of any single sensor 1296 involve lengthy data fitting processes in conjunction with extensive statistical analysis [21,22]. In this neural sensor design approach, the techniques of information content analysis and data fitting are integrated into a single neural network based design methodology.
An MLP learns to perform a smooth input-output functional representation from observations and hence it can be considered as a method for intelligent function prototyping. A sensitivity matrix can be calculated for input (z) and output (y) vector arrays over the training patterns 4 given by, Considering an MLP with squashing function (e.g. The overall computational overhead involved in the sensitivity calculation is of the order of O(m x n ) operations for the n learning patterns and m hidden nodes which need only be evaluated once after the training is completed. It has to be noted that S is a general measure and works with most learning algorithms provided that the network response is continuous. Boolean and digital type outputs due to the discrete nature may need some modification due to the zero valued differential over the quantization level. The total sensitivity is determined by calculating the statistical significance of the contribution due to each individual sensor (i.e. input) over all training patterns. The average of the sensitivity modulus over the training set is used as this measure. The mean sensitivity can then This procedure is repeated until subsequent deletions cause a substantial decrease in the network performance (i.e. significant permanent increase of mean-squared error (MSE)). The optimal network configuration may be found by repeating the same procedure applied to different initialized networks combined with network pruning techniques for improved generalization [23-251. The results from an example of such a training and input deletion process can be seen in figure 8. The networks were originally trained for 750 epochs (that is 750 presentations of each of the training patterns available) before any input 1297 associated weights, deletion has taken place and each further input deletion is similarly preceded by 750 epochs. The decay in error can be seen in figures 8(a) and 8(c) , from which it can be deduced that only a small increase in error occurs when an input with little or repeated information is removed from the network . Figures 8(b) and 8(d) show the increasing sensitivity of each input across the training process, with input sensitivity going to zero when the input is deleted. It can he clearly seen how only a few of the inputs contain the majority of the information required for the functional predictions (50% reduction in input dimensionality and 45% reduction in network size).
Experiment
To test these ideas in practice, data from an on-line nephelometer [9] were obtained, using suspensions of oil-in-water. The experimental system consisted of a nephelometer measuring six azimuthal angles of 45", 90", 135", 180", 240" and 300" measured from the launch (i.e. 0"). The experimental data were gathered covering the concentration range of (0-100) parts per million (PPM). Three oils were used in this study, namely motorcycle 1298 fork oil, Hams crude oil and soluble oil, each exhibiting different scattering characteristics. For each oil species and concentration (at intervals of 10 PPM), five independent measurements were taken giving a total data sample of 165. For each data set, the background water and oil suspensions were different and the experiments were conducted by different people on different days and under different environmental conditions. These data were subsequently normalized [9] to compensate for drifts in electronics as well as source variations. Four sets of gathered data, picked at random, were used for training the network, while the remaining data set was used to measure the network performance (i.e. testing data). The artificial neural network structure used was a concatenated feed forward MLP [9] . This structure utilizes the maximum information embedded in the mediums scattering signature by a task division multiplexing scheme. At first, a MLP was trained to recognize the oil type, ope network, and subsequently this decision was used as a coded input for the concentration network to be used as an a priori knowledge of particle Sensor optimization using neural network sensitivity measures the training epochs for the type detection task. The initial network has S inputs, 7 hidden layer nodes and a linear output with a tri-state coding of the types (soluble oil= 1, Hams crude oil= 2 and fork oil= 3). The network was initially trained to SO00 epochs before each input deletion. As is seen from figure 9(a), % error remains reasonably low for up to 2 sensor deletions. The two sensors deleted were the 45" and 90" sensors as is seen from figure 9(b) . The third sensor deletion resulted in a classification failure. The result also shows how the individual sensor sensitivities reorder their ranking following a deletion, reflecting the way in which the network attempts to equalize the flow of information from input to output vectors. Also note that the 90" sensor is only slightly less sensitive than the 300" S e n S~r which then aSSumeS significantly increased sensitivity when the former is deleted (at 10000 epochs), implying that these sensors contain much of the same information concerning type identification.
The output of the type network is used as an additional input to the concentration network, which has 6 inputs, IS hidden layer nodes and a single sigmoidal output node. This paper has outlined a technique for the design The concentration is normalized to a zero to one range of improved on-line sensors for particle sizing and for the dynamic range of the sigmoid. This network characterization. A theoretical model was used to explore configuration produced the optimum learning. Figure 9(c) the limitations of existing technology and to produce
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shows the % error of the network for both training and testing data sets. The concentration network was trained for 10000 epochs between sensor deletions. This figure clearly indicates that network performance is not degraded by deletion of four sensors (4S", 90", 240" and 300"). Figure 9(d) shows the sequential deletion pattern as the network is being trained. The concentration is successfully obtained from only the 135" and 180" sensors together with the type input. It is interesting to note that following the deletion of the 300" sensor, the type input becomes very important for successful prediction, reaffirming the role of that particular sensor in oil type detection, viz figure 9(b) . It may be concluded that the nephelometer with minimized design complexity for the combined task of oil type classification and concentration estimation in the range 0-100 PPM will have the following Sensor geometry (135", 240", 300" and 180").
~~~~l
synthetic data to test the design methodology. The initial sensor designs respond to light scattered at a range of angles, although it is not obvious how useful this additional information is. Tnis problem was addressed by the development of a sensitivity analysis which uses artificial neural networks to optimize and minimize the complexity of the sensor geometry.
The methods described in this paper are similar to those in the wet1 documented area of network pruning [23-271. Whereas, network pruning works towards minimizing the network complexity by deleting connections and hidden units, this method deletes inputs, thus minimizing input dimensionality. Pruning methods are of interest in neural network studies, this method is of more interest to those in sensor design.
The method was successfully used in training an ANN to model a multi-input sensor and then to minimize the sensor's input dimensionality. The number of inputs presented to the network, and hence the sensor complexity, can be reduced systematically whilst keeping the error within reasonable and acceptable bounds. Validation of the design method was demonsmated by application to on-line sensing of oil-in-water suspensions. A nephelometer with reduced complexity was designed to deliver the type and concentration of oil in the range 0-100 parts per million by volume. The methods used are not in any way application specific and although our own interest is focused on sensing in the process industry, the technique is applicable to any design, minimization or optimization problem in wh'kh a data model is appropriate.
The analysis of turbidity performed here will have implications in future, improved measures of suspended particle content not least because the optimization process is driven by data rather than theory and is therefore applicable to real on-line systems. Extensions of the basic principle which are of relevance to the process control industries include constrained optimization, selfoptimization nnd performance monitoring.
